ART185 Optical Digital Culture - Intelligent Machine Vision

Dream Catcher
An Autonomous Robot that Dreams

Introduction
Abstract
A segment of Robotic Vision emulates processes that occur in the human brain. Creating and programing
networks we are able to teach robots to identify simple shapes to more complex figures and see. Our
neural networks are one of the most complex systems that we know of and our perception of reality is
informed through what we see and experience everyday. Naturally inclined to see patterns in everyday the
human mind warps reality to make sense of an abundance of stimuli. Processing during sleep, the mind
dreams and conjures surreal images of constructs of everyday.

Concept
We propose to run grant the robot the ability to not only navigate its environment but create its own
interpretation of the visual information it is experiencing. Letting it run and then Dream. Finalizing its day
(loop) by communicating its vision by displaying it in an interesting way before it goes and loops again.
We plan to achieve this visualization using DeepDream. DD is a computer vision program which uses a
convolutional neural network to find and enhance patterns in images via algorithmic pareidolia.
We intend to explore a rudimentary process of visual processing and interpretation similar to the type of
processing humans do which similar to DeepDream are informed through our experiences and learned
information.
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The Dream Catcher will enable robots to cope with the complexity of being an information-processing
entity in domains that are open-ended both in terms of space and time. It paves the way for a new
generation of robots whose existence and purpose goes far beyond the mere execution of dull tasks.
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Implementation Process

The Dream Catcher utilizes two main components; a Zumo 32U4 robot, which is based on the Arduino
ATmega32U4 microcontroller, and a Raspberry-Pi with a camera module. The Zumo robot is
programmed to use it’s infrared sensors and line sensor array to stay within the boundaries of tape placed
on the ground meanwhile the Raspberry-Pi uses it’s camera to look for faces that resemble humans.
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The Dream Catcher takes a picture every time it sees a face and sends it to a local laptop through the
wireless network. Once the pictures are on the laptop, they are processed through the Deep Dream
algorithm
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A live stream of the Dream Catcher’s point of view and the final images processed through Deep Dream
is then projected onto the wall.3
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Final Result

The Dream Catcher was able to do what we wanted in the end however we did have to use some
alternative techniques than imagined to work. Originally we envisioned the Raspberry-Pi’s camera to be
able to live stream a video feed as well as take pictures once it recognizes faces but since we were running
multiple python codes at the same time, there was a conflict. To have a working video feed of the Dream
Catcher, we strapped a cell phone to the Zumo and used it’s camera for video.
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Distribution of Labor
Adam – Explored Deep Dream code and optimized it for integration of project. Provided resources and
time for prints. Explored alternative live stream resources. Worked on the presentation video.
Robert –Explored Processing and Display codes. Worked on the communication of the the projects’
different components. Facilitated the development and direction of the project. Rendered proposal and
also Report.
Chris – Coded for Zumo Arduion based behavior. Troubleshot different codes throughout project.
Supervised robot environment during presentation. Worked on Report.
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